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PREFACE
TO THE NEW EDITION
WHEN I STARTED WORKING ON THE FIRST EDITION OF CLASSIC
COCKTAILS, BACK IN 1995, THE VERY IDEA OF A CLASSIC
COCKTAIL JUST WASN’T ON MOST PEOPLE’S RADAR. DURING THE
1970S, ’80S, AND ’90S, THERE HAD BEEN SOMETHING OF A
BACKLASH AGAINST THE BARTENDERS OF OLD, THEIR RECIPES,
AND THEIR PALATE FOR DRINKS.
In the last few decades, while you could’ve easily come across a recipe for a cocktail
that bore the name of a classic, it had probably been horribly twisted and lacked any
resemblance to how it would originally have been created. I can remember judging a
Bloody Mary cocktail competition at Dick’s Bar at the iconic Atlantic Bar & Grill,
which was the place to go in late-1990s London. Halfway through, I had had enough: I
had expected to be served fantastic versions of a drink created in 1920, but instead
these Bloody Marys used red wine, orange liqueur, and carrot juice. While this was
one of the first signs of a new era of creativity, it showed little allegiance to the drinks
of old.
Today, things are different. I’m proud we are living in a new golden age of
cocktails, and drinkers have a newfound respect for the classics. As for what exactly I
mean by “classic cocktails,” I’m talking about drinks that have stood the test of time.
Many of the recipes in this book date back to the mid-nineteenth century and before,
though I have included some modern classics that I believe will still be around in
decades to come.
Bartenders today are constantly on the lookout for lost and forgotten recipes.
There’s a real interest in vintage spirits and making cocktails the way they were made
when they were first created. In fact, I specialize in that in my bars, and I’m thrilled
we’re even seeing products that had long died out or were out of business brought
back to life.
Today, I see young bartenders learning about cocktails as I did—starting with a
small number of classic recipes; using tried-and-tested techniques and equipment;
walking before they run; and learning to appreciate flavor, balance, and the complexity
that can be achieved through the simplest combination of ingredients. I like to think
I’ve played a part in that: Classic Cocktails is a bestseller and has been reprinted many
times!
Modern mixologists might be playing in the laboratory and adopting the techniques
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and equipment of chefs, but even the most adventurous are tending to base their drinks
on the classics, both in the flavors they are combining and in the ways they choose to
present them.
My own appreciation of what is classic has changed. Back in 1997, I included a
number of recipes that would appeal to the palate of the time, and by today’s
definition, they would not be called classics. Gone are the Blue Lagoons, Fluffy
Ducks, and Fuzzy Navels; there’s less emphasis on liqueurs; and in general, our
collective palate has grown to appreciate more complex and refined cocktails.
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INTRODUCTION
A SENSE OF ROMANCE AND INTRIGUE SURROUNDS THE WORD
“COCKTAIL.” IT CONJURES UP IMAGES OF SMOKY SPEAKEASIES,
GANGSTERS AND THEIR ASSOCIATES, BEAUTIFUL WOMEN IN
SILK GOWNS, AND GRAVEL-VOICED SIRENS CROONING COLE
PORTER TUNES. EVERY MOVEMENT IS SEEN BY THE BARTENDER.
HE IS EVERY-BODY’S BEST FRIEND AND A SHOULDER TO CRY ON.
TO BE A BARTENDER IS TO PRACTICE THE ART OF CONVIVIALITY
AND HUMANITY WITH ALL TYPES OF PEOPLE.
I genuinely believe making a cocktail is an art, like theater. A bar is a stage for the
bartender and his customers. The bartender is also a doctor, psychologist, and friend in
one.
Many of the cocktails in this book were created by legendary bartenders who,
perhaps, did not imagine the drinks they concocted would be as well known as they
are now. They put together combinations from whatever they could find to make the
taste of the Prohibition bathtub spirit palatable. Many of the cocktails ordered across
the bar these days were popular during Prohibition, from the Champagne Cocktail to
the Manhattan. It’s hard to beat the mystique of these drinks. That period in drink
history made an everlasting impact on our psychological taste buds … the thrill of
secretiveness, of drinking illegal substances, is somehow retained in the cocktail itself
… the Martini, the Manhattan, and the Jack Rose. To sip these illicit nectars is to be
transported back into the forbidden glamour of the speakeasy.
The 1920s, ’30s, and ’40s were the decades of the new drink—mainly short and
mainly alcoholic. The use of splits and fruit juices was minimal. Even if a split was
added, the spirit made up the majority of the drink. The aim was a quick hit. Short
drinks were ordered by drinkers who didn’t want the same glass in front of them for
too long.
The next few decades saw most drinks become longer, and alcohol became the
minority ingredient as cocktails were chosen for refreshment. Today, we have almost
gone full circle, with alcohol once again the “hero.”
To me, a cocktail must first satisfy the eyes, then the nose, and third, the palate. The
perfect cocktail is a crescendo of three elements—color, flavor, and texture. I get an
enormous pleasure in creating a new drink, in achieving the balance between
sweetness and sharpness. The key is to use ingredients that will not “fight” each other.
In a long drink, I focus on the flavor of the fruit juice, then think about what other
ingredients it will combine with. The juice inspires the color—a combination of colors
is important in a long drink. When you create a drink, you also have to give it an
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appropriate name, one that will be remembered for some years.
For this edition of Classic Cocktails, I have scoured the history books to compile a
list of cocktails I believe can truly be called classic. Many of them won’t come as a
surprise to cocktail aficionados, but I hope my collection can serve as definitive. I’m
delighted to say I’ve uncovered a good number of cocktails that haven’t been
appreciated in decades—including some that may never before have seen the light of
day.
Perhaps you began the journey into classic cocktails with me back in 1997, in which
case I welcome you back and raise a glass to you. If you’re taking your first steps into
classic cocktails, then welcome to my world. You’re in for a treat. Salute!
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THE
WORD
THE ORIGIN OF THE WORD “COCKTAIL” HAS BEEN TRACED BACK
TO 1798, WHEN IT APPEARED IN A BRITISH NEWSPAPER, THE
MORNING POST AND GAZETTEER IN LONDON, ENGLAND ON
MARCH THE 20TH. THIS CAME AS A SHOCK TO MANY PEOPLE
WHO BELIEVED THE COCKTAIL TO HAVE BEEN AN AMERICAN
INVENTION.
The revelation, found only a few years ago by my friends and professional drinks
historians, Jared Brown and Anistatia Miller, was contained in a satirical reference to
the then prime minister’s bar bill, which listed a number of drinks, including the
‘“cock-tail” (vulgarly called ginger).
But my American friends will be pleased to know that it was an American
publication that first actually defined what a cocktail was. Balance and Columbian
Repository, from May 13, 1806, stated:
“A ‘Cocktail’ is a stimulating liquor composed of spirits of any kind, sugar, water,
and bitters, it is vulgarly called bittered sling …”
Certainly, over one hundred years ago, the word was an accepted description for
mixed drinks and the commercially manufactured mixes that were already popular in
most of the United States in the nineteenth century.
In The Cocktail Book: A Sideboard Manual for Gentlemen (John MacQueen, 1933)
is the delightful legend of the “Cock’s Tail” and of a young lady, Daisy, credited with
its origin. During the American Revolution, the proprietor of The Bunch of Grapes
Inn, Squire Allen, was a fan of cock-fighting. One day he discovered the loss of his
finest bird and was bereft. Some time later, a young lieutenant came riding into town
with a fine cock under his arm. The Squire was overjoyed at his return and ordered
Daisy to provide the young man with the finest refreshment. The young Daisy mixed
“sundry drops of bitters and wine of roots with a dram of good Kentucky whiskey, the
whole poured over some generous bits of ice and they all drank of the beverage ‘to the
cock’s tail’—for Jupiter (the cockerel) had not lost a single feather.”
The gallant lieutenant swore that, in memory of the event, the drink should be
known in the army as a “cock’s tail.”
And who are we to disagree?
Another version tells of a tavern owner of the same period who refused to allow his
daughter Bessie to marry an American officer. His prize cockerel disappeared, causing
him to offer his daughter’s hand in marriage to whoever returned the bird. There are no
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prizes for guessing who found the bird. The rejected officer—and Bessie’s father kept
his promise. Bessie made a mixture of drinks from various bottles on the bar shelf
during the celebration, which the guests thought delicious, and consequently the drinks
became cocktails.
Yet another tale attributes the term to one of George Washington’s officers, who
proposed a toast to the Yankee general’s feathered cap with the words:
“A toast to the cock’s tail.”
The term “cock-tailed” was racing parlance used around 1769 to describe a nonthoroughbred horse. The tails of these animals were docked, making them look like
cockerel tails. Hence, a “cock-tailed” horse was one of mixed blood. This reference is
listed in the Oxford English Dictionary, which also states that the word pertains to a
person acting like a gentleman but not having the true breeding of one.

A vintage advertisement for vermouth.

There is also an old expression, “cocked tail,” used to describe a horse or person of
high spirits—a drink to raise people’s spirits would thus be called “a cocktail.”
Cock-ale, fed to fighting cocks in training in the eighteenth century, contained
spirits. Spectators would drink a similar mixture as a toast to the cock with the most
feathers left in his tail—the number of spirits was the same as the number of feathers.
The French, too, have claimed quite a few links to derivation of the word. The
French word for eggcup is coquetier, and a Monsieur Antoine Peychaud, a New
Orleans chemist, is reported to have served mixed drinks to his guests in eggcups. The
drinks became known as coquetiers.
An old French recipe that contained a concoction of wines, coquetel, was taken to
America by General Lafayette in 1777. Two years later, a Betsy Flanagan of Virginia
served soldiers a drink with all the colors of a cock’s tail—and the soldiers named it
“cock tail.”
Another version of the Betsy Flanagan story claims she was the widow of a
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Revolutionary soldier who kept a tavern visited by the French. Her neighbor was a
loyalist and she purloined a few of his fowl to feed the French. The pre-dinner mixed
drinks were decorated with tail feathers from these prized cocks, and the group of
merry soldiers toasted her with the word: “Vive le cock-tail.”
The late and knowledgeable bartender Harry Craddock was adamant that all of the
legends involving the cock’s tail as the origin of the word “cocktail” are incorrect. He
believed the true origin of the word could be traced back to an incident at the
beginning of the nineteenth century:
The southern branch of the U.S. Army had been in skirmishes with King Axolotl
VIII of Mexico. A truce was called and both leaders agreed to meet at the king’s
pavilion. King Axolotl asked the general if he would like a drink, and a young lady
appeared, carrying just one cup containing a strange potion she had brewed. A hush
fell over the assembled dignitaries; there was only one cup. Either the king or the
general would have to drink from it first, and the other would be insulted. The young
lady realized this, bowed to the gathering, and drank the drink herself. The crisis was
averted. Before leaving, the general asked for the young lady’s name. The king
allegedly replied that it was his daughter, Coctel. Thus Cocktel became “cocktail.”

The London Savoy bar in the 1930s.

Upon publication of this tale, Harry Craddock received a letter from one Lucas de
Palacio disputing the story. According to him, English sailors went ashore at
Campeche on the Yucatan Peninsula, Mexico, and quenched their thirst at the city’s
taverns. In those days, drinks were served without mixing. Sometimes a “drac” was
ordered—this was a mixture of liquors slowly stirred with (usually) a wooden spoon.
In one of these taverns, a lad stirred the drinks not with a spoon but the root of a plant,
called “Cola de Gallo”—in English, the cock’s tail. The sailors asked what the lad was
using to stir their drinks. He replied: “Cola de Gallo.” The word became common
usage in Campeche as sailors asked not for dracs, but for cocktails.
With the word came the ritual, with the mixing of (strong) liquors and the occasion
of drinking (triumph over adversity) conferring an unspoken sophistication upon the
drinker. A cocktail was not a mere tankard of ale, not a short shot of one pure spirit.
The cocktail showed that the drinker had a refined palate and appreciated the subtle
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chemistry of the alcoholic ingredients.
The first cocktail book—The Bon Vivant’s Guide, or How to Mix Drinks—was
published in the 1860s by legendary bartender “Professor” Jerry Thomas, and it has
been followed by many others. Harry Johnson’s Illustrated Bartenders’ Manual was
another landmark. Published in 1882, it featured an illustration of an ice-filled bar
glass with an inverted metal cone … the precursor to what we now know as the
modern cocktail shaker.
Many of the world’s favorite cocktails were invented before the twentieth century
had begun—the Mint Julep, the Daiquiri, the Gin Fizz, the Corpse Reviver, and the
Martini. But most owed their origins to the Roaring Twenties.

THE EFFECT
OF PROHIBITION
The drinking habits of Americans changed abruptly with the introduction of
Prohibition on January 17, 1920. The Volstead Act stated that it was illegal to sell,
manufacture, deliver, or trade in alcohol. What the Act did was drive drinkers behind
closed doors; it created secret societies with a special knock as the password to
inebriation. The very illicitness of it all made the cocktail twice as alluring, twice as
delectable. It irrevocably altered the way that Americans drank. This was a society
where, prior to 1914, hosts did not serve pre-dinner drinks. Now, because alcohol was
forbidden, couples went out of their domiciles in search of a pre-dinner or pre-theatre
drink. No longer were bars places for boys alone; wives and mistresses were taken to
speakeasies—perhaps to add respectability to the illicitness?
The era of Prohibition was, ironically, one of unadulterated hedonism. The Jazz
Age, as F. Scott Fitzgerald called it, was a time when women were liberated from the
home and reborn in the image of the flapper—an independent, leisured free spirit who
threw her cares to the wind and lived indulgently for the moment. The sexual image of
the flapper dominated the 1920s. For many people, the cocktail was the liquid
embodiment of that pleasure principle. Cocktail names reveled in sensuality and
innuendo: Bosom Caresser, Atta Boy, Knickerbocker, Parisian Blonde, One Exciting
Night, and Temptation. The Angel’s Tit, topped off by a cherry nipple, even looked as
if it belonged on an angel (the human kind, of course).
Cocktails were also named after Parisian streets—Saint-Germain; automobiles—
Rolls-Royce, and even film stars—the Marilyn Monroe is a Champagne cocktail
named after the blonde star because Dom Perignon was her favorite Champagne.
Angels were omnipresent—Angels’ Kiss, Fallen Angel, Angel Face; and animals—the
Moscow Mule, Mule’s Hind Leg (drinks with a kick), Monkey Gland, and Leap Frog.
Others were just plain silly—Whizz Doodle, Whizz Bang, XYZ Cocktail, and Zed.
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In 1926, the garter flask was very much in vogue.

Prohibition’s long-term effect was to create organized crime, bribery, and corruption
at local and national levels. It made a national hero of gangster Al Capone, the original
bootlegger. (“Bootlegging” refers to the practice of smuggling whiskey inside the
shoe.) The word “moonshine” also became part of our vocabulary as a result of illicit
stills working under the pale light of the moon. Capone became a focal point for
Prohibition outrage but he also became a rich and powerful man, as did many others—
among them the late John F. Kennedy’s father, Joe Kennedy.
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1896 absinthe poster by illustrator Henri Privat-Livemont.

Despite the Stock Market Crash of 1929, the cocktail maintained its dazzling allure
throughout the 1920s and ’30s. Glamour was cool and hedonism rife—it was party
time in the United States. Nightclubs mushroomed all over New York—The Stork
Club, El Morocco, The Knickerbocker Grill, Park Avenue Club, Morgan’s—and in
hedonistic Hollywood. These bars were places to be seen, to listen to jazz players’
latest tunes. Club owners became celebrities in their own right. Private parties were
awash with bathtub gin, usually disguised as the Martini.
The American rich went to Europe when they felt like a drink in public and they
took the cocktail with them. The phenomenon boomed in Paris and London during
Prohibition. Harry’s New York Bar in Paris and The American Bar at The Savoy in
London built their reputations around the magic of the cocktail. Bartenders created
drinks for any occasion. After Prohibition, the social habits remained. This was the era
of the cocktail pianist, the female cocktail singer whose voice was like liquid velvet,
pouring sensuality over the troubles of the day. A potent mix of sex, sin, and spirits.
The celebrity lifestyle was firmly entrenched and remained so until America’s entry
into World War II.
When Prohibition ended in 1933, the style of the cocktail bar changed. Gone were
the small and intimate darkened bars. The liquor business was in an expansive mood.
It was the era of the big band and big entertainment rooms. The swank New York club
The Rainbow Room opened in 1934, a direct response to the demand for sophisticated
drinks, music, and dancing. Bars were places to meet and be seen. Drink underwent a
subtle metamorphosis—the short cocktail took second place to the highball. All that
dancing required refreshment.
Hollywood also embraced the cocktail with a passion. Writers created scenes with
the Martini as the central prop—no doubt a reflection of their own lives. Champagne
Cocktails, Old Fashioneds, Manhattans—screen dialogue was splattered with cocktail
orders at the bar. The cocktail, in screen language, gave women power and the films of
the twenties and thirties explored this new relationship. Screen sirens sipped
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seductively and plotted while staring into the eyes of the handsome leading man.
After World War II, only smaller, more intimate bars survived, since most men of
drinking age had gone to war. One element of frivolity that did survive was tiki. The
tiki movement was born in the 1930s and was characterized by decor and drinks that
nodded to the South Pacific. It would come to be seen as kitsch, but back then it was
the very height of sophistication. Tiki drinks contained lavish combinations of spirits,
fruit juices, and secret ingredients and were served in everything from hollowed-out
pineapples to skull mugs. The movement grew from a small bar in Los Angeles into
global tiki empires for men like Victor “Trader Vic” Bergeron and Don the
Beachcomber. People’s appetites for tiki surged in the postwar period, and it would
last for decades. While tiki fell out of favor in the 1980s, its revival is firmly underway
today.
The 1950s was a time of rebuilding the family unit and of consolidation after the
economic effects of the war. Then came the decade of the 1960s. Overnight,
everything changed. The Brandy Alexander—a mixture of brandy, crème de cacao,
and cream—was to be the bridging drink between teenage years and adulthood for
many chic young women. Yet this was the era of rebellion against tradition, and for
many young people it was flower-power, drugs, and rock ‘n’ roll and not the cocktail
lounge that dominated their external social behavior. The revolution in popular music
that began with Elvis, moved on rapidly with The Beatles, The Byrds, and Bob Dylan,
and ended in the seventies with the discotheque. After a few hours in this maelstrom of
lights, heat, and body-threshing, you needed a drink quickly, and the drink had to be
thirst-quenching and refreshing. Less alcoholic. The elegance of the cocktail had
slipped through our little fingers.
There was also the phenomenon of the wine bar. Throughout this dark period, only
the top-class hotels provided a haven for the sophisticated cocktail imbiber. Here, a
person could slip onto the padded bar stool, look the bartender in the eye, and ask for a
Sidecar without being mocked.
The 1980s was notorious for what we now call “disco” drinks: think cocktail
umbrellas, drinks of lurid colors, and names that were full of innuendo. That was
about the time when I started at Dukes Bar, in Dukes Hotel on St James Street,
Mayfair—in 1982, to be exact—and gave the classic cocktails I was serving there a
real historical perspective.
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The Absinthe Drinker, Édouard Manet, 1859.

By this time, however, the term cocktail had come to refer to any mixed drink,
whether it was a gin and tonic, a Martini, a Long Island Iced Tea, or one of those
novelty holiday drinks served in a goldfish bowl. To most people, cocktails had
become fun but had ceased to be something associated with quality; cheaper and
bigger was better.
To me, that was sacrilege: a great cocktail is a work of art, the “canvas” on which a
bartender creates his own masterpiece, mixing liquids the same way an artist mixes
paints. You can see why people started to notice how different the classic drinks I was
making were, compared to their local bar. First at Dukes, then later at the Library Bar
at the Lanesborough Hotel, where I brought fresh ingredients to the table (and began
to be known as “Maestro”), this was the start of a new appreciation of the bartender’s
art and of drinking in itself.
The revival in classic cocktails that began in the late 1990s really began to gather
pace in the mid-2000s. Cocktails are still playing catch-up with the foodie revolution,
but it is safe to say we are through the dark days and into the light. Today’s talented
bartenders are increasingly seen as liquid chefs; we are making great drinks inspired
by the classics and have never had such an arsenal of ingredients to play with. The
very word “cocktail” is commanding respect once again.
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COCKTAIL
ESSENTIALS
TODAY, WE ARE ALL INFLUENCED BY A VAST ARRAY OF
CULINARY STYLES AND CAN EASILY BUY ANY NUMBER OF
INGREDIENTS. UNFORTUNATELY, IT’S ALL TOO EASY TO BECOME
OVERWHELMED BY THE CHOICES AVAILABLE, SO I HAVE MADE
THINGS SIMPLE.
Rather than create an exhaustive list that would enable you to create the ultimate bar,
here you will find a list of what I consider the bare essentials—those that mirror what
bartenders of yesterday would have had at their disposal and which will enable you to
make the most of the drinks. Many of the stock items you need are easily available.
All that’s left is to set up your bar—I recommend laying out everything neatly, and
keeping your bar utensils clean.
ICE: An ample supply of ice cubes and/or crushed ice is essential when having people
for cocktails. Never use the same ice twice. For more on ice, see here.
FRESH FRUIT JUICE: Squeeze just prior to the event and keep in the refrigerator.
If you are making cocktails for two, squeeze when needed. The fresher the juice, the
better the cocktail.
CUTTING A TWIST: Cut the citrus rind (peel) as thin as possible and about 1¼ (3½
cm) long.

BAR STOCK
Base Spirits and Liqueurs
ABSINTHE: historically absinthe had a bad reputation, but today its bitter, dry flavors
are popular again, with new brands emerging made to traditional recipes. Just be
careful how you use it, as it is very strong and only needs to be used in tiny amounts—
spirit with attitude!
GIN: this juniper-flavored spirit is arguably the most active spirits category, with a
host of new flavors and styles emerging frequently, using more and more unusual
botanicals. You can’t go wrong with a good-quality London Dry Gin. Make sure the
label says it is a “distilled” gin though. You can also try genever, the malty Dutch
precursor to gin.
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BRANDY: the generic name for distilled wine. The best brandy for me is Cognac,
followed by Armagnac. For most cocktails, I recommend a good quality VSOP (it
stands for “very special old pale”).
VODKA: the best-selling and arguably most versatile spirit in the world. We are most
used to drinking grain-based Russian vodkas, but other styles, ranging from grape to
potato, even whey or beet vodkas, are also becoming popular. Choose your preference:
grain-based vodkas are incredibly clean, but you may find potato vodkas are more full
of character. Don’t forget flavored vodkas—go for brands that use natural flavorings
and that don’t add sugar.
RUM: a versatile spirit with historical roots. Underappreciated in recent years, it is
rightly enjoying a resurgence as bartenders embrace the diversity in styles available
from around the world. While it’s possible to make rum anywhere on Earth, I’d still
recommend rums from the Caribbean; this provides you with a huge breadth of styles,
flavors, and characters.
TEQUILA: no longer just for shooting. Tequila production standards have risen, and
the finest aged tequilas are as good for sipping as a fine whisky or Cognac and aren’t
associated with hangovers anymore. Make sure you drink one-hundred-percent blue
agave tequila, not a “mixto.”
WHISK(E)Y: the range of flavors, styles, and ages in the world of whisky is
incredible, and the emergence of small batch and single-barrel spirits is increasing that
range even more. I’d say you need a good blended Scotch, your favorite single malt, a
Canadian, from the United States, a bourbon and a rye (one of the most popular
emerging categories), an Irish, and maybe one “New World” whisky. Japanese
whiskies are probably the trendiest, but other nations making whisky include England,
Wales, Austria, and India.

FLAVORED SPIRITS
In recent years we have seen an explosion in the availability of flavored spirits. Just
think of the many flavored vodkas you can buy. Many bartenders also now make their
own spirit infusions with ever-more unusual flavors, from fruit to herbs, spices, and
even meats—bacon-flavored whisky is popular. I’ve even seen bartenders make foie
gras–flavored Cognac. (This is called fat-washing and requires the spirit to be infused
with the meat, or simply the rendered fat from the meat, before freezing the mixture,
skimming off the fatty layer, and filtering the infused spirit.)
Infusions are not a new idea, but began with early spirits; honey, herbs, and flower
essences were used to mask the harsh taste of rustic alcohol. Later, they would be used
to preserve the flavor of fruit beyond the growing season. In the West Indies, rums
were flavored and colored with spices and burnt sugar. Even the Romans, 2,000 years
ago, used herbs and spices to flavor their wines to mask acidity and make the wine
more palatable.

THE BEST OF THE REST
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AMARETTO: an almond- and apricot-flavored liqueur from Italy.
APEROL: an Italian classic flavored with bitter orange, gentian, rhubarb, and
cinchona; it is milder and less alcoholic than its sister product, Campari.
APPLEJACK: apple brandy made in the United States; an essential ingredient in the
Jack Rose.
BÉNÉDICTINE: perhaps the oldest liqueur in the world, this herbaceous monastic
liqueur has been made since 1510. One of the most classic cocktail recipes—a B&B—
is a mix of brandy and Bénédictine.
CACHAÇA: a sugarcane spirit from Brazil; an essential ingredient in the Caipirinha.
CALVADOS: apple brandy made in France from fermented apple juice and aged in
oak casks.
CAMPARI: this bright red Italian bitter, flavored with a secret recipe of herbs and
fruits, is extremely smoky and an essential ingredient in the Negroni, one of my
favorite drinks.
CHARTREUSE (GREEN AND YELLOW): a French, herbal liqueur made by
Carthusian monks who combine 130 different flavors. It is available in two different
strengths.
COFFEE LIQUEUR: the most popular are Kahlua from Mexico and Tia Maria from
Jamaica, though there are other good-quality new entrants into the market, including
Galliano Ristretto.
CRÈME DE CACAO: a chocolate-flavored liqueur distilled from cocoa beans (and
sometimes vanilla) macerated in alcohol, diluted, and sweetened.
CRÈME DE MENTHE: traditionally seen as having medicinal properties, this
peppermint-flavored liqueur comes in colorless and green styles, depending on what
you are making.
CRÈME DE CASSIS: a versatile liqueur flavored with black currants that’s an
essential ingredient in the Kir Royale.
DRAMBUIE: the oldest of the whisky liqueurs, made with heather, honey, and herbs.
DUBONNET: a French wine-based aperitif made with herbs, spices, and quinine.
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FERNET: an Italian bitter made with a range of herbs and spices with a licorice-like,
medicinal flavor
GALLIANO: Italian liqueur made from more than eighty herbs, with aniseed
dominant.
KÜMMEL: with a heritage that stretches back to the sixteenth century, extremely old
bottlings of this caraway-flavored liqueur can still be found. I have one dating back to
1770.

LEMON LIQUEUR: I would be banned from my home country if I didn’t mention
our famous limoncello. I make my own—Salvatore Liquore di Limone—by infusing
Amalfi lemons in eau de vie de Cognac. Simply the best!
LILLET: French aperitif or tonic wine containing a blend of wines and liqueurs.
MARASCHINO: an essential ingredient in many old cocktails, this liqueur is
flavored with sour marasca cherries and their pits. I tend to reach for Italian
maraschino, such as Luxardo, but there are some good-quality cherry brandy liqueurs
out there, including Cherry Heering, a must for a Singapore Sling.
ORANGE LIQUEUR: the best on the market are either French (neutral spirit-based
Cointreau and Cognac-based Grand Marnier are the best known, but Gabriel Boudier
and Pierre Ferrand are also excellent), or Dutch (dry Curaçao made with grape spirit—
go for De Kuyper or Bols). These are all made in different ways, so choose what you
prefer—remember that many of the oldest recipes called for Curaçao specifically.
ORGEAT: almond-flavored syrup.
PERNOD: a French concentrated aniseed-flavored liqueur.
PORT: a fortified wine from Portugal.
SHERRY: this partially oxidized, fortified wine from Jerez, Spain, is enjoying a
resurgence in popularity. No longer just something for your great aunt, it pairs
fantastically with food and comes in everything from bone-dry fino styles to creamy
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